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BLOWING THE WHISTLE ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: HOW CONGRESS CAN HELP THE EPA ENLIST PRIVATE RESOURCES IN THE FIGHT TO SAVE THE PLANET

CHRISTOPHER K. WARREN*

Abstract: Following the 2008 financial crisis, regulators faced the task of returning the country to financial stability and protecting consumers. Given the challenges involved, Congress empowered the SEC and the CFTC, through the Dodd-Frank Act, to encourage whistleblowers to come forward through programs that provide significant financial rewards and protection. These programs are part of the evolving field of whistleblower law that has been tremendously successful at uncovering wrongdoing while rewarding whistleblowers. Given the success of these programs and recognition by Congress that they can be useful tools to combat threats to the government, Congress should consider whether a similar system would be beneficial in the environmental arena. Threats to the environment may pose a bigger, more tangible danger to the United States than threats to the economy. This Note argues that current environmental whistleblower laws are too uncertain and lack adequate financial incentives and protections to attract meaningful participation. It advocates for a uniform whistleblower program established under the EPA, similar to those established by the Dodd-Frank Act under the SEC and the CFTC.

INTRODUCTION

There is an old saying about child rearing that “it takes a village,” which can be broadly applied in many instances throughout the human experience. This mentality is especially pertinent when it comes to the environment, where a truly all-inclusive effort is needed to preserve our planet and our way of life.

---

* Senior Note Editor, BOSTON COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS LAW REVIEW, 2014–2015.


The need to engage as many people as possible to combat climate change and to protect vitally important, but limited environmental resources, requires society to provide mechanisms and incentives for potential whistleblowers with knowledge of environmental violations to report them to authorities.3

During the past several years, the term whistleblower has been increasingly present in the news.4 The launch and proliferation of the website Wikileaks.com and the acts of classified government information leakers Bradley Manning and Edward Snowden, have shrouded the term in controversy and sparked a serious public policy debate.5 In the legal realm, however, whistleblower has a specific, less controversial meaning that relates to an individual’s role in exposing wrongdoing to the government.6

Over the past several years, several substantial government settlements in whistleblower cases have led to whistleblower suits becoming increasingly mainstream and lucrative for whistleblowers and their attorneys.7 Both positive and negative effects for the whistleblowers themselves have accompanied the growth of this area of the law.8 Although there are major success stories, such as that of a former UBS AG executive recovering over $100 million for reporting a tax evasion scheme, there are also chilling reports that highlight the risks of coming forward, such as financial ruin, loss of work, industry resentment and protracted litigation with varying degrees of success.9 To ensure that whis-

---

3 Infra notes 201–254 and accompanying text.
5 See Jacobs, supra note 4; Korte, supra note 4.
6 See infra notes 22–24 and accompanying text.
8 See Schnell et al., supra note 7 (highlighting positive and negative effects of being a whistleblower).
9 See Laura Saunders & Robin Sidel, Whistleblower Gets $104 Million, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 11, 2012, 7:24 PM), http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10000872396390444017504577645412614237708 (this article has not been digitally archived) (describing whistleblower’s $104 million reward); Schnell et al.,
tleblowers continue to be willing to come forward, the government must ensure that they receive adequate financial incentives and protection against retaliation.\textsuperscript{10}

At present, the state of environmental whistleblower law is fractured between various statutes that have differing levels of financial incentive and protection.\textsuperscript{11} Recent legislative measures undertaken by Congress in other areas, however, may present the opportunity for wider reform to increase whistleblower engagement in the environmental law arena.\textsuperscript{12} In 2010, Congress adopted agency-wide whistleblower programs for the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to deal with the fallout from the 2008 financial crisis and to prevent financial fraud in the future.\textsuperscript{13} The programs combine economic incentives for whistleblowers with measures to protect against retaliation, in an effort to compel whistleblowers with knowledge of financial fraud to come forward.\textsuperscript{14} The purpose of the programs being to enlist private interests into the fight against serious threats to the U.S. economy.\textsuperscript{15} Using this model, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) should consider a similar program to incentivize whistleblowers to take actions to protect the environment, thereby confronting a problem that not only threatens the U.S. economy, but every aspect of daily life.\textsuperscript{16}

This Note explores the advantages of the EPA adopting such a program and considers potential challenges that must be overcome for such a program to be successful.\textsuperscript{17} Part I provides a general overview of U.S. whistleblower laws, the various models of enforcement, and the incentives and risks faced by whistleblowers continue to be willing to come forward, the government must ensure that they receive adequate financial incentives and protection against retaliation.\textsuperscript{10}

At present, the state of environmental whistleblower law is fractured between various statutes that have differing levels of financial incentive and protection.\textsuperscript{11} Recent legislative measures undertaken by Congress in other areas, however, may present the opportunity for wider reform to increase whistleblower engagement in the environmental law arena.\textsuperscript{12} In 2010, Congress adopted agency-wide whistleblower programs for the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to deal with the fallout from the 2008 financial crisis and to prevent financial fraud in the future.\textsuperscript{13} The programs combine economic incentives for whistleblowers with measures to protect against retaliation, in an effort to compel whistleblowers with knowledge of financial fraud to come forward.\textsuperscript{14} The purpose of the programs being to enlist private interests into the fight against serious threats to the U.S. economy.\textsuperscript{15} Using this model, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) should consider a similar program to incentivize whistleblowers to take actions to protect the environment, thereby confronting a problem that not only threatens the U.S. economy, but every aspect of daily life.\textsuperscript{16}

This Note explores the advantages of the EPA adopting such a program and considers potential challenges that must be overcome for such a program to be successful.\textsuperscript{17} Part I provides a general overview of U.S. whistleblower laws, the various models of enforcement, and the incentives and risks faced by


\textsuperscript{11} See supra note 7 (discussing how becoming a whistleblower can be an unpleasant ordeal that includes horror stories); infra notes 79–91 and accompanying text (discussing risks faced by whistleblowers).


\textsuperscript{13} See 7 U.S.C. § 26 (CFTC whistleblower program); 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6 (SEC whistleblower program passed under Dodd-Frank).


\textsuperscript{16} See infra notes 255–277 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{17} See infra notes 255–297 and accompanying text.
those who blow the whistle. Part II discusses the expansion of agency-specific whistleblower programs and their recent emergence as a response to the 2008 financial crisis. Part III then turns to the current private enforcement regime in environmental law, and further, explores the state of certain environmental whistleblower programs that are already in place. Part IV concludes with an analysis of the effectiveness of the current environmental private enforcement regime, presents an argument in favor of adopting an agency-wide EPA whistleblower program, and responds to potential challenges of such a program.

I. BACKGROUND OF WHISTLEBLOWER LAW

A. Who Are Whistleblowers?

A whistleblower is defined as “an employee who reports employer wrongdoing to a governmental or law-enforcement agency.” In practice however, a whistleblower can be anyone who brings knowledge of a violation to the government. As such, whistleblower incentives and protections are available not only to employees, but also to clients, investors, service providers, competitors and any other party with particularized knowledge of the legal violation being committed. In many instances, reporting these violations can result in a financial reward for the whistleblower, protection from retaliation, and knowledge that an injustice is being uncovered and stopped.

The most common areas for whistleblower lawsuits include government program fraud (i.e., Medicare or Medicaid fraud), securities fraud, and tax fraud. Whistleblowers have also been used in other areas of the law, including

---

18 See infra notes 22–91 and accompanying text.
19 See infra notes 92–149 and accompanying text.
20 See infra notes 150–195 and accompanying text.
21 See infra notes 196–297 and accompanying text.
22 BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1734 (9th ed. 2009).
24 See Who Can Be a Whistleblower?, supra note 23.
by the EPA, to uncover, among other things, fraud, waste and abuse. There are multiple avenues of government enforcement that a whistleblower may pursue when coming forward with a claim. In certain circumstances, government prosecutors and agencies pursue the claims brought forward, and federal and state laws, in certain circumstances, allow the whistleblower to share in the government’s financial recovery and to receive protection against retaliation.

B. Types of Government-Private Actions and Incentive Programs

The government has a history of fostering a private justice system by partnering with private interests to successfully prosecute both criminal and civil violations. The justice system provides different procedures for plaintiffs to bring suits. There is a victim-based system that allows for private causes of action brought by persons suffering injuries or damages from other parties, and a common-good system that allows plaintiffs who have not suffered a personal injury to bring an action on behalf of the community. These efforts can also be combined in a hybrid form. Elements that allow private parties to pursue justice in the common good provide additional resources to law enforcement efforts, which in turn benefit the community. These common-good systems are the basis for actions by potential whistleblowers.

1. The “Common Good” Model of Enforcement

Private justice actions undertaken for the common good are unlike other aspects of our legal system because plaintiffs do not need to be directly, or even minimally, harmed by a defendant’s conduct. Through this model,
plaintiffs may sue on behalf of the government or another party, simply because there is a public threat.37 The most pertinent examples of common-good private actions include citizen suits and qui tam suits.38

a. Citizen Suits

Congress has included citizen suit provisions in select environmental and consumer protection statutes since 1970.39 Typically, these provisions allow a person to commence a civil action against any person alleged to have committed a violation of the statute.40 Many advocates of these provisions argue they are necessary to promote the “public choice theory.”41

The public choice theory postulates that private initiatives are needed to supplement public enforcement by government agencies comprised of self-interested rational actors.42 This need stems from government agencies lacking ability and resources, being subject to “agency-capture” by their respective industries, and lacking vigilance for proper monitoring.43 Furthermore, encouraging participation of the people is inherently a worthy goal.44

Citizen suit provisions provide the legal system with important benefits and have had some success.45 These benefits include “providing needed re-

---

37 See, e.g., 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b) (stating “a person” may bring a claim under the name of the government under the FCA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604 (stating “any person” may commence a civil action under the CAA).

38 See infra notes 39–78 and accompanying text.


41 Bucy, supra note 30, at 32.


43 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 33 (noting that private vigilance will be needed because public resources are often inadequate); Mary Graham, Environmental Protection & the States: “Race to the Bottom” or “Race to the Bottom Line”? BROOKINGS INST. (Winter 1998), http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/1998/12/winter-environment-graham, archived at http://perma.cc/VR73-Z77M (discussing how environmental incidents are symbolic of the race to the bottom in politics to cater to industry); Shaw, supra note 42 (describing agency capture as the problem that regulatory agencies appear to be “captured” by industry special interests that exert influence on Congress and control their budgets).

44 See generally JOSEPH SAX, DEFENDING THE ENVIRONMENT: A STRATEGY FOR CITIZEN ACTION (1971) (discussing need for citizen participation in environmental law).

45 Bucy, supra note 30, at 40–41.
sources [for government prosecutions], deterring future violations, bringing unknown violations to the government’s attention, and encouraging dialogue among . . . organizations.”

Although most citizen suit provisions are found in environmental statutes, they have also been included in other statutes, such as the Fair Housing Act (the “FHA”) and the Americans with Disability Act (ADA). The ADA, for example, provides that the powers, remedies, and procedures set forth in the Act “shall be the same as those available to the government, the Attorney General, or to any person alleging discrimination, in violation of the statute.”

Thus, because the statute offers any person the powers, remedies and procedures within, it allows for citizens alleging discrimination—and not just the Attorney General or some other sector of the government—to file suit to enforce the statute.

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Buckhannon Board and Care Home, Inc. v. West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources* illustrates the use of the ADA citizen suit provision. In *Buckhannon*, a private operator of assisted living care homes sued the state of West Virginia, claiming the state’s statutory “self-preservation” requirement—that residents be capable of moving themselves from imminent harm—violated the FHA and the ADA. The state agreed to stay its enforcement of the measure pending settlement, and in the interim, the West Virginia legislature acted to eliminate the requirement. The statute allowed the operator to step into the shoes of the government and spearhead litigation to enforce the powers of the FHA and ADA.

Although *Buckhannon* demonstrates the potential of citizen suit provisions, it also illustrates some of the weaknesses in them as well. For example, commentators have argued that one weakness is the failure to effectively align public and private prosecutorial efforts through adequate incentives for potential plaintiffs and their attorneys. This was evidenced in *Buckhannon*, where

---

46 Id.
49 See id. (giving any person alleging discrimination in violation of the statute the power to bring an enforcement action).
51 See id. at 600 (defining the self-preservation requirement).
52 Id. at 601.
53 See id. (noting the plaintiffs requested attorney’s fees as a “prevailing party”).
54 See id. at 605 (failing to award attorney’s fees to a Plaintiff when suit led to action by legislature, but did not result in victory); *High Court Rejects ‘Catalyst’ Theory: Momentum Shifts to Citizen Suit Defendants*, LEVENFELD PEARLSTEIN, LLC (Nov. 23, 2012), http://www.lplegal.com/publications/articles/high-court-rejects-catalyst-theory-momentum-shifts-citizen-suit-defendants, archived at http://perma.cc/QDG2-9V8R (noting power of defendants in citizen suits).
55 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 43 (describing weaknesses of citizen suits).
the Supreme Court limited the ability of the plaintiff’s attorneys to recover fees.\textsuperscript{56} Other major weaknesses of citizen suits identified by academics are that they are insufficient to detect violations or violators.\textsuperscript{57}

\textit{b. Qui Tam Suits and the False Claims Act}

A second category of common-good actions is statutory \textit{qui tam} provisions, which align private interests, such as those of whistleblowers, with government interests.\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Qui tam} actions are lawsuits brought under a statute that allows a private citizen to sue a party on behalf of the government or a public institution and to then receive a portion of any financial recovery.\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Qui tam} provisions are often responsible for providing the financial incentive and legal protection needed to incentivize whistleblowers to come forward.\textsuperscript{60} These types of suits are commonly used to uncover government program fraud and financial fraud.\textsuperscript{61}

The False Claims Act (FCA) contains the most notable example of an expansive, widely used \textit{qui tam} provision.\textsuperscript{62} It allows an individual with knowledge of fraud in government programs to sue on behalf of the United States and to then share in any financial recovery.\textsuperscript{63} After the individual files suit, the Justice Department has an opportunity to intervene, in order to lead the prosecution of the alleged violators.\textsuperscript{64} Even if the Justice Department decides not to intervene, however, the individual may still move forward with the suit, although the viability of a case is generally greater when the government

---

\textsuperscript{56} See 532 U.S. at 605 (holding attorney’s fees will not be granted when the desired result was achieved by the defendant’s voluntary conduct).

\textsuperscript{57} Bucy, supra note 30, at 43.

\textsuperscript{58} See CHARLES DOYLE, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R40785, QUI TAM: THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT AND RELATED FEDERAL STATUTES 1 (2009) (explaining the \textit{qui tam} process).

\textsuperscript{59} BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1368 (9th ed. 2009) (explaining that “\textit{qui tam}” is derived from the original Latin phrase “\textit{qui tam pro domino rege quam pro se ipso in hac parte sequitur},” or “who as well for the king as for himself sues in this matter”).

\textsuperscript{60} See DOYLE, supra note 58, at 16–17 (stating that the FCA has encouraged insiders to come forward by offering protection against retaliation and outlining potential financial awards).


\textsuperscript{63} 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b) (2012); DOYLE, supra note 58, at 1.

\textsuperscript{64} 31 U.S.C. § 3729(d)(2); DOYLE, supra note 58, at 19.
has joined because of its additional financial and investigative resources, power, and influence.\footnote{31 U.S.C. § 3729(d)(2); Doyle, supra note 58, at 17; see Dep’t of Justice, False Claims Act Cases: Government Intervention in Qui Tam (Whistleblower) Suits (n.d.), available at http://www.justice.gov/usao/pae/Documents/fcaprocess2.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/C2EF-36SU (stating that only twenty five percent of all qui tam suits are joined by the government and that those cases are only undertaken after strict investigation and approval by the Justice Department in Washington).}

Under the FCA, a party can be held liable for knowingly presenting a false claim for payment to the government, using a false record or statement in submitting a claim, or for other conduct to defraud the government of money or property.\footnote{31 U.S.C. § 3729.} Many of these claims involve payments under government contracts, submissions to programs such as Medicare or Medicaid, and other frauds perpetrated against the government.\footnote{See 2011 FCA Press Release, supra note 26; SEC Awards More Than $14 Million to Whistleblower, supra note 26 and accompanying text (noting common areas for whistleblower suits).} If a fraud does not involve the submission of claims to the government, it does not qualify under the FCA.\footnote{See 31 U.S.C. § 3729(b)(2) (2012) (defining claim as “a request or demand for money or property . . . presented to an officer, employee, or agent of the United States . . . if the money is to be spent or used . . . to advance a government program”).}

If an accused party is found liable, it is subject to significant damages and penalties for each false claim submitted to the government.\footnote{Id. § 3729(a)(1)(G) (stating a civil penalty of not less than $5000 and not more than $10,000 plus three times the amount of damages the government sustains).} In such instances, the whistleblower is entitled to between 15% and 25% of any settlement.\footnote{31 U.S.C. § 3730(d) (2012). Note that such awards can reach thirty percent if a plaintiff carries forward with the litigation without the government taking steps to intervene. Id. § 3730(d)(2). Rewards also may be reduced or eliminated in certain circumstances. Id. § 3730(d)(3).} The whistleblower is also entitled to certain protections against retaliation from employers.\footnote{Id. § 3730(h).} Further, many states adopted their own versions of the FCA, which can tack on further violator liabilities and potential awards.\footnote{E.g., California False Claims Act, CAL. GOV’T CODE §§ 12650–12656 (West 2013); Massachusetts False Claims Law, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch.12 § 5B (2012).}

An example of the incentives for whistleblowers filing suit under the FCA can be seen in United States v. GlaxoSmithKline.\footnote{Fifth Amended Complaint at 162, United States v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC, C.A. No. 1:03-cv-10641 (2011) (demanding damages for pharmaceutical company’s fraud and award for whistleblowers under FCA).} In GlaxoSmithKline, two former executives of the pharmaceutical giant, Thomas Gerahty and Matthew Burke, brought the company’s illegal practices to light by filing a qui tam suit under the FCA, which was later joined by the government.\footnote{Id. at 1–8; see DOJ GlaxoSmithKline Press Release, supra note 61 (discussing eventual government settlement).} Gerahty and Burke’s case, along with contributions from another whistleblower, helped
produce over $1 billion of a $3 billion civil settlement, entitling them to between 15% and 25% of that recovery.\textsuperscript{75}

As shown, the benefits of the FCA for the U.S. government are readily apparent.\textsuperscript{76} In 2011 alone, the government recovered over $3 billion from FCA cases, the vast majority of which were initiated by whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{77} As a result, in recent years Congress has expanded whistleblower incentive programs beyond the scope of the FCA to combat financial fraud, tax fraud, and securities violations.\textsuperscript{78}

c. Risks Faced by Whistleblowers

Despite the potentially substantial recoveries available to whistleblowers through statutes like the FCA, the risks associated with coming forward remain numerous and severe.\textsuperscript{79} There have been studies on the personal and emotional effects associated with whistleblowing.\textsuperscript{80} One such study, done by the New England Journal of Medicine, took account of the personal toll on \textit{qui tam} whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{81} Of those surveyed, eighty-two percent reported career pressures, including threats to their job and several reported devastating financial consequences.\textsuperscript{82} Studies also reveal extensive emotional tolls, such as divorce and stress-related illnesses.\textsuperscript{83}

James Holzrichter provides a striking example of the risk-reward dichotomy faced by many whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{84} Mr. Holzrichter won $6.2 million for blowing the whistle on his employer, Northrup Grumman.\textsuperscript{85} While the award seems appealing, it does not reflect many of the harsh realities that Mr.

\textsuperscript{75} See 31 U.S.C. § 3730(d) (noting awards range from 15% to 25% of recovery); Press Release, Phillips & Cohen LLP, P&C’s Glaxo Whistleblower Case Accounts for $1.5 billion Out of Record $3 Billion Settlement (July, 2012) (noting the firm’s two clients accounted for a portion of the government’s $3 billion settlement).

\textsuperscript{76} See 2011 FCA Press Release, supra note 61 (discussing success of FCA cases with the Justice Department recovering more than $30 billion since 1986).

\textsuperscript{77} Id. (noting $2.8 billion of $3 billion in recoveries was the result of FCA whistleblower provisions).


\textsuperscript{79} See infra notes 80–91 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{80} Kesselheim et al., supra note 10, at 1832.

\textsuperscript{81} Id. at 1836.

\textsuperscript{82} Id.

\textsuperscript{83} Id.


\textsuperscript{85} Id.
Holzrichter faced as a whistleblower.86 His decision to file suit cost him his career and inflicted an extreme personal toll, which lasted the length of the suit—nearly two decades.87 He was unable to find work in his field as an auditor—receiving 400 rejection letters—and was forced to resort to becoming a janitor.88 Although Mr. Holzrichter’s case eventually landed him a substantial amount of money, he is now uncertain of whether it was worth the costs.89 After paying his attorney fees and taxes, he took home approximately $2.3 million, a sum he could have easily earned over the same period while working as an auditor.90 As Mr. Holzrichter’s story demonstrates, all whistleblowers must consider the consequences, and as Patrick Burns, a spokesman for Taxpayers Against Fraud, notes, eighty percent of whistleblowers that file cases under the FCA end up with nothing.91

II. GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHISTLEBLOWER PROGRAMS

In addition to statutory provisions for *qui tam* suits, Congress has created opportunities for whistleblowers to report knowledge of violations to government agencies.92 As with *qui tam* suits, such as those brought under the False Claims Act (FCA), whistleblowers reporting violations to government agencies may be entitled to share in the recoveries.93 The whistleblower’s percentage of recovery varies depending on the agency, but the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) have all implemented whistleblower programs.94 Such programs offer whistleblowers a mechanism to report violations to the agency instead of filing a lawsuit in court as a *qui tam* plaintiff.95

---

86 See id. (noting that Mr. Holzrichter won $6.2 million in a whistleblower action against his employer).
87 See id. (stating that Mr. Holzrichter’s decision to blow the whistle on his employer cost him “his profession and nearly two decades of his life”).
88 See id. (explaining that Mr. Holzrichter was employed “scrubbing toilets” and had to move his family into a homeless shelter).
89 See id. (quoting Mr. Holzrichter as saying, “I don’t know if it was worth it.”).
90 See id. (quoting Mr. Holzrichter as saying, “If I had worked until 55 in my profession, I would easily have earned twice that.”).
91 Id.
93 See 7 U.S.C. § 26(b) (discussing CFTC program awards); 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(b) (discussing SEC program awards).
94 See 7 U.S.C. § 26(b) (stating CFTC whistleblower awards shall range from 10% to 30% for information provided); 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(b) (stating SEC whistleblower awards shall range from 10% to 30% for information provided); Internal Revenue Code, 26 I.R.C. § 7623 (2012) (stating IRS awards shall range from 15% to 30% for information provided).
95 See Douglas W. Baruch & Nancy N. Barr, *The SEC’s Whistleblower Program: What the SEC Has Learned From the False Claims Act About Avoiding Whistleblower Abuses*, 2 HARV. BUS. L. REV.
A. The IRS Whistleblower Program

The first notable agency program—the IRS Whistleblower Informant Program (the “WIP”)—enables the payment of awards to persons providing “specific and credible information to the IRS if the information results in the collection of taxes, penalties, interest or other amounts from the noncompliant taxpayer.”96 Under the WIP, rewards for whistleblowers or “informants,” can range from 15% to 30% of the government’s recovery.97

The current WIP is actually a vestige of a program that dates back to 1867.98 Prior to 2006, the Secretary of the Treasury was supposed to pay an amount deemed necessary “for detecting and bringing to trial and punishment persons guilty of violating internal revenue laws . . . .”99 In 2006, the law was fundamentally changed through the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006.100 The key reform established that whistleblower rewards were no longer discretionary, thus requiring the government to pay whistleblowers between 15% and 30% of collected proceeds.101

The mandatory awards paid to whistleblowers afford significant financial incentive for coming forward with knowledge of potential tax fraud, while enhancing the government’s opportunity to uncover lost tax revenue.102 From 2007, when the program went into effect, through 2012, there were 1967 whistleblower claims submitted identifying 11,372 taxpayers with potential tax liabilities.103 In an extreme case, a whistleblower from the investment bank UBS reported a tax evasion scheme resulting in a $780 million settlement.104 The whistleblower himself received $104 million as a reward for exposing the

---

97 Whistleblower—Informant Award, supra note 96.
99 Id.
100 Id.
101 Id.
103 Id.
104 Saunders & Sidel, supra note 9.
fraud, which eventually led to at least 33,000 Americans voluntarily disclosing offshore accounts and garnering $5 billion in tax revenue to the IRS.\(^\text{105}\)

Notably, there is no protection for whistleblowers under the IRS program.\(^\text{106}\) Unlike newly enacted agency programs, the IRS program does not prohibit retaliation against a whistleblower, including job-related retaliation against an employee for whistleblowing.\(^\text{107}\) Though the IRS is committed to protecting a whistleblower’s information in a particular case, it has noted that such protection may be limited by the circumstances that arise during the course of enforcement and litigation.\(^\text{108}\)

B. The SEC Whistleblower Program

The SEC Office of the Whistleblower was formed as part of the Dodd-Frank Act (the “Act”).\(^\text{109}\) The Act—a direct response to the 2008 financial crisis—was an effort to promote financial stability in the United States by, among other things, improving transparency and accountability in the financial system.\(^\text{110}\) In trying to realize this goal, the Securities Whistleblower Incentive and Protection Program makes monetary awards available to individuals who voluntarily provide original information leading to successful SEC enforcement actions.\(^\text{111}\) According to the legislative history of the Act, the whistleblower program is meant to provide the SEC with more help identifying securities law violations, and to motivate people with knowledge of securities violations to come forward.\(^\text{112}\)

Similar to the IRS program, the Act’s SEC whistleblower provision requires mandatory awards to whistleblowers, ranging from 10% to 30% of collected monetary sanctions.\(^\text{113}\) Furthermore, a congressionally created Investor

\(^{105}\) Id. This reward did not come without a price as the whistleblower spent thirty months in prison as a result of his actions while at UBS. Id.

\(^{106}\) FISCAL YEAR 2012 REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE USE OF SECTION 7623, supra note 102, at 14.

\(^{107}\) Id.


\(^{111}\) 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(b).

\(^{112}\) S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110–11 (noting that the whistleblower program can “motivate those with inside knowledge to come forward”).

\(^{113}\) 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(b).
Protection Fund also protects these awards. The fund provides for the payment of the awards and related actions, as well as funding for a suggestion program intended to solicit recommendations on SEC operations or allegations of waste, fraud, and mismanagement within the agency.

The legislative history of the Act notes that the program is meant to “be used actively with ample rewards to promote integrity in the financial markets.” As such, the enforceability and relative predictability of payouts are believed to be essential in motivating whistleblowers to come forward and assist in the identification and prosecution of violators. During his testimony before the Senate Banking Committee, Harry Markopolos—the man responsible for exposing the fraud of Bernard Madoff—noted that whistleblower tips uncovered 54.1% of frauds in public companies, while external auditors and SEC teams uncovered a relatively paltry 4.1%.

Noticeably distinct from the IRS program is an SEC mandate to protect whistleblowers that report possible wrongdoing from retaliation. This protection is afforded when a whistleblower submits high quality information, “based on a reasonable belief that a possible securities violation has occurred, is in progress, or is about to occur.” SEC whistleblower protections also preserve the confidentiality of parties who come forward with information.

Since the inception of the whistleblower program in August 2011, the SEC has granted awards to six whistleblowers. The awards are based upon such information protecting investors from further financial injury while conserving limited SEC resources. The SEC received over 2810 calls from members of the public in 2013 alone, alerting it of possible harmful financial fraud. Although the number of rewards paid out thus far remains small, the

114 Id. § 78u-6(g).
115 Id.; 2013 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE DODD-FRANK WHISTLEBLOWER PROGRAM, supra note 15, at 16.
116 S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 112.
117 Id.
118 Id. at 110–11.
119 Compare 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(h) (2012) (outlining protections for whistleblowers under the SEC program), with FISCAL YEAR 2012 REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE USE OF SECTION 7623, supra note 102, at 14 (stating the IRS program does not protect whistleblowers against retaliation).
120 2013 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE DODD-FRANK WHISTLEBLOWER PROGRAM, supra note 15, at 3.
122 2013 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE DODD-FRANK WHISTLEBLOWER PROGRAM, supra note 15, at 14–15. The Commission paid a total of $14,831,965.64 in whistleblower awards during the 2013 Fiscal Year. Id.
123 Id. at 14.
124 Id. at 5.
SEC has highlighted the potential for substantial growth as the program continues to progress and evolve.125

In October 2013, the SEC announced a $14 million whistleblower award—its largest to date at that time—to an anonymous tipster.126 Upon announcing the award, an official in charge of the whistleblower office indicated the agency was receiving a routine number of high-quality tips that could potentially manifest in big payouts.127 The SEC’s Chief of the Office of the Whistleblower, Sean McKessy, pointed out that although these significant award payouts are gratifying, ultimately the payouts are better news for the public and investors who are protected from continued illegal practices.128

There are, however, some limiting factors that dictate whether whistleblower information is worthy of an award.129 For example, awards are payable only when an enforcement action results in monetary sanctions over $1 million.130 This is because the awards program was established to encourage the submission of high quality information that targets the most egregious activity.131 The program is also meant to “complement, rather than replace, existing corporate compliance programs.”132 The SEC program also excludes whistleblowers convicted of a criminal action related to the violation from receiving an award.133 Finally, any culpability or involvement in the activity that the whistleblower is exposing may be taken into account in the payment of an award.134

---

127 Lynch, supra note 125.
130 Id. § 78u-6(a)(1).
131 See Baruch & Barr, supra note 95, at 30–31 (noting the program only requires payment for successful actions).
132 2013 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE DODD-FRANK WHISTLEBLOWER PROGRAM, supra note 15, at 3.
134 Id. § 78u-6(b)–(c).
C. CFTC Whistleblower Program

In addition to the SEC program, the Act also created a whistleblower program under the CFTC.\(^\text{135}\) In the CFTC program, eligible whistleblowers that voluntarily provide original information about violations of the Commodity Exchange Act can receive monetary awards and anti-retaliation protections.\(^\text{136}\) The program allows for awards between 10% and 30% of monetary sanctions collected in either a CFTC or related action pursued by other authorities.\(^\text{137}\) The Act also provides for the same anti-retaliation protections in the CFTC program that it does in the SEC program.\(^\text{138}\) The CFTC program also mirrors the SEC program by establishing the CFTC Customer Protection Fund, which is used to pay whistleblower awards and fund initiatives to help protect against fraud and violations of the rules.\(^\text{139}\)

Although the CFTC program has brought forward multiple tipsters, it has only paid one award thus far.\(^\text{140}\) Nevertheless, the program continues to successfully induce private parties to come forward with tips regarding illegal activities such as market manipulation, dissemination of false information, Ponzi schemes, and other frauds.\(^\text{141}\) Although no whistleblower claims have satisfied the burden of the program’s requirements to receive a guaranteed reward, the CFTC’s Whistleblower Office continues to educate interested parties, including other agencies, attorneys, and industry professionals.\(^\text{142}\)

D. Differences from Qui Tam Litigation

The SEC and CFTC programs do not follow the \textit{qui tam} enforcement model that Congress implemented in the FCA.\(^\text{143}\) Enforcement actions can only be pursued under agency programs if the government agrees to undertake


\(^{136}\) 7 U.S.C. § 26. Similar to the SEC program, whistleblowers are only eligible to receive an award if they meet certain conditions, such as claiming violations worth over $1 million. \textit{Id.} § 26(a)(1).

\(^{137}\) \textit{Id.} § 26(b).

\(^{138}\) \textit{Id.} § 26(h).

\(^{139}\) \textit{Id.} § 26(g).


\(^{141}\) \textit{ANNUAL REPORT ON THE WHISTLEBLOWER INCENTIVES AND PROTECTION PROGRAM}, \textit{supra} note 140, at 3.

\(^{142}\) \textit{Id.} at 2–3.

\(^{143}\) Baruch & Barr, \textit{supra} note 95, at 29.
the claim; plaintiffs have no independent, private recourse.\textsuperscript{144} Thus, whistleblowers are limited to the administrative apparatus, and the agency has complete control over the enforcement of the laws and prosecutions.\textsuperscript{145}

The Dodd-Frank programs contain only a limited role for the courts, instead opting to allow the agencies to determine when to pursue violators at their discretion.\textsuperscript{146} This prevents whistleblowers from attempting to enforce claims that are unlikely to succeed or to interfere with agency enforcement measures.\textsuperscript{147} The SEC also has the sole power to determine a whistleblower’s eligibility to receive an award.\textsuperscript{148} The Dodd-Frank programs have also taken steps to prevent awards to specific authorities that have a preexisting duty to report—such as certain government employees—an improvement from the FCA, which contains no such express prohibition.\textsuperscript{149}

\section*{III. ENVIRONMENTAL WHISTLEBLOWER LAW}

Congress has undertaken some legal means to align the public interest in the environment with the private interests of individuals.\textsuperscript{150} Environmental whistleblower law is primarily constructed through individual statutes.\textsuperscript{151} Financial incentives and protections against retaliation for environmental whistleblowers however, vary widely and in some instances, are not present at all.\textsuperscript{152} The following are representative examples of environmental statutes and provisions that incorporate whistleblower programs, including the financial incentives and protections afforded to whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{153}

\subsection*{A. Citizen Suit Provisions}

Citizen suit provisions originated within environmental law and have served as the model for similar provisions in other areas of law.\textsuperscript{154} Many environmental statutes, such as the Clean Water Act (CWA) and the Clean Air Act

\textsuperscript{144} Id. at 30 (noting SEC whistleblowers are not permitted to bring judicial enforcement actions for violations).
\textsuperscript{145} Id. (observing the program is an administrative enforcement process).
\textsuperscript{146} Id. (stating the SEC program gives the SEC control over enforcement actions).
\textsuperscript{147} Id. at 30–31 (noting whistleblowers have been successful in less than three percent of cases brought without intervention by the DOJ).
\textsuperscript{148} Id. at 32 (noting SEC primary authority for enforcing eligibility requirements).
\textsuperscript{149} Id. at 33 (explaining that the SEC does not allow awards for individuals who have a duty to report violations as government employees or in other capacities).
\textsuperscript{150} See infra notes 154–195 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{152} See infra notes 180–195 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{153} See infra notes 154–195 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{154} See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365 (CWA citizen suit provision); 42 U.S.C. § 7604 (CAA citizen suit provision). The CAA contained the first citizen suit provision. Bucy, supra note 30, at n.166.
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(CAA), contain such provisions.155 These provisions allow any citizen to file a civil action in order to compel the government to seek damages or enforce a statute against a violating party.156 All such provisions contain common characteristics.157 For example, they cover a broad spectrum of potential plaintiffs and defendants, targeted conduct, a requirement to provide notice to the government prior to filing suit, prohibitions against suits the government is “diligently pursuing,” rights for government intervention, and certain remedies.158 Some statutes, such as the CWA, require that the plaintiff have a personal interest in the subject of the lawsuit, and that such interest is adversely affected by a current or potential violation.159

The primary goal of environmental citizen suits is to obtain greater protection for the environment.160 Parties filing citizen suits are generally unable to seek monetary rewards and are limited to either compelling compliance with the respective statutes, the payment of civil penalties, or both.161 Further, the costs of litigation are only awarded to a prevailing party when a court holds that it is warranted.162 Therefore, on a practical level, many of these suits can only be brought by large, well-funded organizations.163

In addition to the potential costs, critics have also noted that citizen suit provisions in environmental statutes may be weak in their ability to overcome alliances between enforcement agencies and industry.164 The notice requirement imbedded into most environmental statutes is intended to coordinate private and public resources, but also enables agencies to enter into less stringent compliance agreements with violators.165 For example, a citizen suit is rendered moot if the enforcing agency can show it is “diligently prosecuting” an alleged violator.166 Even if the agency can legitimately demonstrate that it is

156 See 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (stating any citizen may commence a civil action).
157 Bucy, supra note 30, at 34.
158 Id.
159 See 33 U.S.C. § 1365(g) (noting a citizen for purposes of a suit is a person “having an interest which is adversely affected”).
160 See ENVTL. LAW INST., A CITIZEN’S GUIDE TO USING FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS TO SECURE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 34 (2002) (noting citizen suits are one option to make sure environmental laws are obeyed).
161 See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365 (lacking civil award paid to plaintiff); 42 U.S.C. § 7604 (awarding litigation costs, but no damages in citizen suits).
162 See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(d) (noting that courts may award costs); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(d) (noting that courts may award costs).
164 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 37 (noting these provisions have engendered extensive litigation and fostered collusion between regulators and industry).
165 See id. at 37–38 (noting the requirements are meant to align private and public enforcement efforts, but often align the interest of agencies with those of industry); infra notes 167–168 and accompanying text.
diligently prosecuting the alleged violator, the actual beneficial effect of said prosecution may not always be as strong or as forceful as a public trial.\textsuperscript{167} For example, an informal administrative enforcement agreement that does nothing more than stipulate to past violations can be enough to render a citizen suit moot, even if the agreement requires no remedial or corrective actions.\textsuperscript{168}

B. Whistleblower Protection in Environmental Statutes

The Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) is the primary administrator of protections for whistleblowers against employer retaliation in environmental lawsuits.\textsuperscript{169} Procedurally, individual statutes—such as the CAA—grant the protections, and then OSHA enforces them by accepting complaint filings in the event that there is employer retaliation.\textsuperscript{170}

There are numerous environmental statutes providing whistleblower protection against retaliation through OSHA.\textsuperscript{171} These statutes protect employees from employer retaliation when exposing environmental concerns related to drinking water, water pollution, toxic substances, waste disposal, air quality, or other significant things or acts that pose health risks (such as asbestos).\textsuperscript{172} Several notable statutes that contain such whistleblower protections are the CAA, the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Solid Waste Disposal Act, and the Toxic Substances Control Act.\textsuperscript{173}

Each statute requires that complaints alleging retaliation be filed within a certain number of days after the alleged event.\textsuperscript{174} For example, the CAA and CERCLA require a complaint to be filed within thirty days, but the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act allows a complaint to be filed within ninety days and the Energy Reorganization Act allows 180 days.\textsuperscript{175}

\textsuperscript{167} See Comfort Lake Ass’n, Inc. v. Dresel Contracting, Inc., 138 F.3d 351, 357 (8th Cir. 1998) (noting that an enforcement agreement that “contains no remedial or corrective action” meets the standard of diligent prosecution).

\textsuperscript{168} See id. at 354, 357 (noting that an informal agency non-compliance letter meets the standard).


\textsuperscript{170} See id. (including environmental statutes such as the CAA as whistleblower laws enforced by OSHA).

\textsuperscript{171} See id. (listing whistleblower laws enforced by OSHA).

\textsuperscript{172} Id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{173} Id. at 1. Additional statutes with environmental implications include the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act, Energy Reorganization Act, Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and the Pipeline Safety Improvement Act. Id.

\textsuperscript{174} Id.

\textsuperscript{175} Id.
In general, there are four things a plaintiff must demonstrate in order to prevail in a claim that there has been whistleblower retaliation.\textsuperscript{176} Investigations into alleged retaliation must reveal that, “[t]he employee engaged in protected activity; [t]he employer knew about or suspected the protected activity; [t]he employer took an adverse action; and [t]he protected activity motivated or contributed to the adverse action.”\textsuperscript{177}

Although environmental statutes generally contain whistleblower protections against retaliation, many of them do not provide for financial rewards or incentives.\textsuperscript{178} For example, the CWA contains provisions to protect employees against retaliation if they report a violation of the statute, but does not contain a defined rewards program such as the one in the False Claims Act (FCA), or those provided for by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) programs.\textsuperscript{179}

C. Financial Incentives for Environmental Whistleblowers

Some financial incentives do exist for select environmental whistleblowers under the current legal enforcement framework.\textsuperscript{180} These financial incentives, however, are built into individual statutes.\textsuperscript{181} In some instances whistleblowers can claim significant rewards, whereas in others, the whistleblowers claim no rewards other than the satisfaction of exposing a potential environmental disaster.\textsuperscript{182}

For example, the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (the “APPS”) provides a significant financial incentive for whistleblowers to report environmental violations.\textsuperscript{183} The APPS provides that, “[i]n the discretion of the court, an amount equal to not more than [one half] of such fine [for a violation of MARPOL Protocol] may be paid to the person giving information leading to

\textsuperscript{176} Id. at 2. 
\textsuperscript{177} Id. 
\textsuperscript{179} Compare id. § 1367 (declining to grant whistleblower awards), with False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3730(d) (2012) (granting whistleblowers financial awards under the FCA), and Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(b) (2012) (granting whistleblowers financial rewards under the SEC program), and Internal Revenue Code, 26 I.R.C. § 7623(b) (2012) (granting whistleblowers financial rewards under the IRS program). 
\textsuperscript{180} E.g., Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships, 33 U.S.C. § 1908(a) (2012) (containing the payment provision for information leading to conviction); 42 U.S.C. § 7413(f) (2012) (laying out the CAA awards). 
\textsuperscript{181} See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1908(a); 42 U.S.C. § 7413(f). 
\textsuperscript{182} Compare 33 U.S.C. § 1908(a) (stating an amount up to one half of any fine may be paid to a person giving information leading to conviction), with 33 U.S.C. § 1367 (declining to grant whistleblower awards). 
\textsuperscript{183} 33 U.S.C. § 1908(a).
Whistleblowers who have come forward to report violations of the APPS have been handsomely rewarded. For example, in *U.S. v. OMI Corporation*, a whistleblower received $2.1 million for reporting a motor tanker that was discharging waste oil mixtures directly into the high seas. The government’s prosecution and settlement of this environmental crime resulted in a $4.2 million penalty and it exposed destructive activity that may have otherwise gone unnoticed.

Unfortunately, the financial incentives for whistleblowers present in the APPS are not found in all environmental statutes. For example, the CAA allows the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to pay discretionary rewards to persons “furnish[ing] information or services leading to criminal conviction” or legal penalty, but the award is capped at $10,000. CERCLA similarly contains a provision that is limited to a $10,000 award that may be paid out at the discretion of the President.

Many citizen award programs for whistleblowers can be found in acts relating to fish and wildlife preservation, such as the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (the “BGEPA”), the African Elephant Conservation Act (the “AECA”) and the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Many of these awards are also capped at relatively low levels. For example, the BGEPA caps rewards at $2500 and the AECA caps awards at $25,000. Alternatively, the ESA is more generous, providing for a reward that is independent of any related fine.

---

184 *Id.* (MARPOL, which is short for Maritime Pollution, stands for the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships).


187 See EPA APPS Press Release (noting that OMI Corporation was ordered to pay a $4.2 million fine for acts taken at sea).

188 See 33 U.S.C. §§ 1361–1367 (2012) (granting CWA whistleblowers protection against retaliation, but declining to award them financial rewards); Oesterle, *supra* note 10, at 47.


190 *Id.* § 9609(d).


192 Oesterle, *supra* note 10, at 47.

193 16 U.S.C. § 668(a) (capping rewards from fines at $2500); 16 U.S.C. § 4225 (capping rewards at $25,000).
without any statutory limitation. The statute simply authorizes a “reward to any person who furnishes information which leads to arrest, a criminal conviction, civil penalty assessment, or forfeiture of property for any violation of this [chapter or related regulations]”.

IV. NECESSITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL WHISTLEBLOWER LAW REFORM

The changing environment may be one of the most pressing threats in all of human history. Climate change, dwindling fresh drinking water supplies, and exposure to toxic elements pose serious health concerns to human beings, and have the potential to jeopardize the future of humanity. Greater preventative, mitigating, and remedial actions are needed to prevent these threats from spiraling out of control and creating devastating effects, and it will take an effort—both public and private—of massive proportions to achieve such prevention.

Given the scope of the problem, every effort should be made to incentivize widespread participation in the enforcement of environmental protection measures. The government should not only devote public resources to this fight, but also actively recruit, promote, and support assistance from private citizens, and provide resources that will incentivize such a program.

A. Problems with the Current Enforcement Regime

1. Public Resources Alone Are Not Enough

Public resources alone will be insufficient to combat the environmental challenges that the United States now faces. The federal and state governments and their agencies are simply ill equipped to effectively ascertain, address, and reverse the environmental problems now being confronted.
The government lacks sufficient financial resources to adequately address all of the threats to the environment, and even if it had adequate resources, its scope of expertise is inadequate. In fact, the government’s resources are so limited that it cannot even enforce the statutory regulations that it currently has in place by addressing every reported violation. It is nearly impossible, for example, for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to monitor every source of pollution or project that poses a threat to the environment. Detecting such violations requires not only financial wherewithal, but also the technical expertise and understanding to clearly identify every breach of a statute or regulation.

Further, private resources appear to be necessary to combat the alignment of the economic interests of the federal government, the states, and private industry. Many states attempt to foster a favorable operating arena for industry by engaging in a race to the bottom for lax environmental regulations meant to lure businesses into their economies. In such instances, state and private economic interests run counter the overall public welfare that the federal government is trying to protect. Further, government agencies responsible for enforcing environmental statutes may also have deep ties to industry as a result of agency-capture, which run counter to the government’s own goals. In order to account for these shortcomings, citizens must be given a more meaningful opportunity to assist in the enforcement of statutes that protect public welfare.

2. The Inadequacy of Citizen Suit Provisions for Enforcement

The government’s current efforts to enlist private resources into the fight to protect the environment have primarily been made through citizen suit provisions. Citizen suit provisions, however, have many weaknesses that large-
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203 Oesterle, supra note 10, at 46 (arguing that regulatory agencies lack sufficient resources for generating investigative leads to examine widespread illegal conduct).
204 See ENVTL. LAW INST., supra note 160, at 35 (noting many agencies lack funding and resources to handle all environmental prosecution alone).
205 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 33 (discussing the massive scope of pollution and environmental enforcement).
206 See ENVTL. LAW INST., supra note 160, at 3, 35 (noting the technical nature of environmental laws and the government’s dearth of resources).
207 See Boyer & Meidinger, supra note 42, at 843 (discussing privatizing regulatory enforcement as a means of accounting for agency capture theories).
208 See Graham, supra note 43 (discussing how environmental incidents are symbolic of the race to the bottom in politics to cater to industry).
209 See id. (noting state and local governments face trade-offs when it comes to environmental rules).
210 See Boyer & Meidinger, supra note 42, at 843 (discussing the capture theories with respect to agencies).
211 See infra notes 227–277 and accompanying text.
212 See supra notes 154–168 and accompanying text (discussing citizen suit provisions in environmental statutes).
ly render them ineffective at recruiting private resources that significantly aid in the protection of the environment.\footnote{Infra notes 214–223 and accompanying text.}

One of the major problems with citizen suits is that they fail to sufficiently improve the public’s ability to detect violations.\footnote{See Bucy, supra note 30, at 60 (noting citizen suit actions are not designed to bring forward insiders).} The moving party in most citizen suits is most often a large, well-funded private group, and such parties generally lack specific knowledge of wrongdoing by a given violator.\footnote{See Greve, supra note 163, at 351 (observing most citizen suits are not brought by private citizens, but instead by organizations).} They must work to uncover violations just as any public agency or government prosecutor would.\footnote{See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110–11 (quoting testimony of Harry Markopolos that whistleblowers are much more effective than external auditors or a government agency at exposing fraud); Bucy, supra note 30, at 42 (stating that a major deficiency in citizen suit provisions is they are not an effective mechanism to alert citizens or regulators of violations).} Further, although citizen suits may add more eyes to look for alleged violations, they do not achieve the necessary effect of incentivizing those with actual knowledge of specific violations to come forward.\footnote{See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110, 112 (noting whistleblowers have a unique ability to uncover crimes and predictability of payouts is essential to bringing them forward).}

Citizen suits can also be ineffective because they have the potential to promote environmentally counterproductive cooperation between prosecutors, agencies and industry.\footnote{See Comfort Lake Ass’n, Inc. v. Dresel Contracting, Inc., 138 F.3d 351, 357 (8th Cir. 1998) (allowing a citizen suit to be dismissed with only an informal action on the part of the agency); Bucy, supra note 30, at 43 (stating that one reason citizen suits fail is complicity between regulators and industry).} Hurdles contained in citizen suits, such as the requirement that a citizen suit be dropped if the government diligently prosecutes the matter, may foster lax enforcement.\footnote{See id. at 357 (allowing citizen suit to be dismissed when only a informal administrative enforcement agreement has been reached).} This is because pro-industry governmental actors may simply pursue minimal corrective measures against an industry violator, inhibiting the full compliance generally sought in a successfully waged citizen suit.\footnote{See Boyer & Meidinger, supra note 42, at 843 (discussing the problem of agency capture and the influence of industry).}

Perhaps most importantly from the perspective of potential whistleblowers, citizen suits also fail to adequately incentivize whistleblowers and their counsels to engage in these suits by aligning their interests with the government’s.\footnote{Bucy, supra note 30, at 56–57 (arguing the citizen suit model is not an effective way to recruit legal and investigative talent given minimal awards to plaintiffs).} Citizen suits do not provide any financial reward to plaintiffs and merely provide injunctive relief or damages paid to the government.\footnote{See, e.g., Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1361–1367 (2012) (granting litigaiton costs for prevailing parties, but lacking any other financial awards to plaintiffs); Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7601 (2012) (allowing for payment of costs, but granting no other awards).}
cases, plaintiffs who bring these suits are even barred from even recovering attorney’s fees, regardless of whether or not bringing the suit achieves the desired result.223

B. Advantages of Whistleblower Programs

Whistleblower programs provide assistance to the U.S. government and regulatory agencies by aligning public and private interests.224 When private instruments of justice are undertaken in the interest of the common good, they can produce beneficial tools, such as legal talent, investigative resources, and inside information.225 Wrongdoing can often be difficult to detect, and therefore, an insider with intimate knowledge of a company or a potentially liable party’s actions, can be invaluable in prosecuting enforcement actions without expending prohibitively large amounts of resources.226

1. Aligning Public-Private Interests Through Monetary Awards

The fact that citizen suits and other enforcement mechanisms limit the alignment of interests between private parties and the government deters those private parties from coming forward to further litigation that could be beneficial to the public.227 Although these suits may account for attorneys’ fees, costs, and potentially punitive damages, their application may be limited to specific instances and their rewards too minimal to attract significant attention from the most sophisticated and knowledgeable legal organizations.228 Furthermore, they provide little incentive for insiders to come forward with knowledge of violations, in light of the risks posed in doing so.229

By comparison, incentivizing potential whistleblowers through programs that allow them to share in government recoveries, such as qui tam actions and the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) program, have proven extremely
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223 See Buckhannon Bd. & Care Home, Inc. v. W. Va. Dep’t of Health & Human Res., 532 U.S. 598, 605 (2001) (failing to award plaintiffs’ attorney’s fees even though the suit led to the legislature passing a law to enforce object of the suit).
224 See Oesterle, supra note 10 (discussing how a well-funded whistleblower program can assist regulatory agencies).
225 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 58–61 (discussing benefits of certain private justice models, including legal talent, investigative resources, and inside information).
226 See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110, 112 (noting whistleblowers have a unique ability to uncover crimes and that predictability of payouts is essential to bringing them forward).
227 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 60 (advocating citizen suit provisions do not alert outsiders of potential violations and are not designed to bring insiders with knowledge of violations forward).
228 See id. (observing there is no financial incentive for whistleblowers to report environmental violations).
229 See supra notes 79–91 and accompanying text (discussing risks faced by whistleblowers).
successful.230 These types of suits attract skilled legal talent—driven by the incentive of large fees—to represent the whistleblower’s interests and to assist the government prosecution.231 These large fees are the result of certain statutes that provide for potentially significant damages and penalties.232 Legal talent—whatever its motivation—can provide expert analysis and careful research in assessing highly complex claims, which in turn, have the potential to be lucrative.233 These whistleblower attorneys can also help analyze the merits of the claims and determine whether there are viable legal remedies and regulatory mechanisms in place.234

Whistleblowers also provide the government with a tremendous service throughout prosecutions because they often know important inside information.235 Such information is extremely valuable because it is often intimate knowledge of complex and highly technical matters.236 Insiders can also point to violations of the law that the government would have no other way of ascertaining, such as illegal dumping at sea.237 Whistleblower programs recognize this inside information as a valuable asset.238

Whistleblower programs can also be of substantial value to the government by generating publicity for private enforcement programs.239 Multiple news outlets have covered stories about the large payouts available to whistleblowers, which alerts people with knowledge of potential misconduct that they too can be rewarded if they come forward and expose crime.240 Given the sub-

230 See DOJ GlaxoSmithKline Press Release, supra note 61 (discussing a whistleblower who brought knowledge of $3 billion fraud); Lynch, supra note 125 (discussing recent successes of the SEC whistleblower program).
231 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 58 (discussing the ability of financially incentivized whistleblower statutes to incentivize competent counsel); Why Whistleblower Laws Work, supra note 25 (noting that whistleblower cases require big investments from firms and discourage frivolous lawsuits).
233 See Why Whistleblower Laws Work, supra note 25.
234 See id.
235 See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110–11 (quoting testimony that whistleblowers are the most effective means of uncovering fraud); Lynch, supra note 125 (quoting SEC whistleblower head that they have received many credible reports).
236 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 59 (noting whistleblowers can be effective at helping understand complex areas).
237 See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 110–11; EPA APPS Press Release, supra note 186 (discussing award for an engineer that come with information about illegal dumping at sea).
238 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 61 (noting that the inside information whistleblowers bring should be adequately compensated, given its worth).
239 See Lynch, supra note 125 (quoting Christopher Ehrman, head of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s (CFTC) whistleblower program, that marquis whistleblower cases have increased visibility).
240 See, e.g., Lynch, supra note 125 (demonstrating whistleblower cases have increased visibility); Saunders & Sidel, supra note 9 (highlighting a whistleblower’s $104 million award under IRS program).
stantial risks facing whistleblowers, knowledge that there are also financial incentives and programs that provide protection can be invaluable to bringing those with potential claims forward.\^241

While there is a significant public benefit that comes with environmental whistleblowing, whistleblowers put themselves at potentially serious risk.\^242 Thus, the law should adequately reflect the cost-benefit analysis that each whistleblower must do by offsetting the risk with adequate awards.\^243 Although there are currently whistleblower awards under select environmental statutes, they are wholly inadequate in light of the possible risks.\^244 Some statutes, such as the Clean Air Act (CAA) provide only nominal awards when compared to the risks that whistleblowers would be taking, and others, such as the Clean Water Act (CWA) provide no financial incentive whatsoever.\^245 Without significant changes to these statutory schemes—such as the proposed whistleblower programs—those with inside information about environmental crimes will be unlikely to come forward when facing the risks involved with doing so.\^246

2. Streamlining Whistleblower Protection

Although many environmental statutes provide whistleblowers with protection against retribution, there is room for improvement.\^247 Currently, whistleblower protection in environmental statutes is only available to whistleblowers who file complaints with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).\^248 While OSHA protects employee-whistleblowers against retaliation, it is required to conduct an investigation to satisfy a common law

\^241 See S. REP. NO. 111-176, at 112 (noting whistleblowers face a difficult choice between coming forward with information of wrongdoing and jeopardizing their career); Bucy, supra note 30, at 62 (noting considerable prodding is needed to bring whistleblowers forward); supra notes 79–91 and accompanying text (discussing risks faced by whistleblowers).
\^242 See EPA APPS Press Release, supra note 186 (resulting in enforcement of fines against a vessel guilty of illegal dumping); supra notes 79–91 and accompanying text.
\^243 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 62; supra notes 79–91.
\^244 See Oesterle, supra note 10, at 47 (noting that with limited exceptions, existing environmental rewards programs are insufficient).
\^246 See Bucy, supra note 30, at 62 (noting substantial prodding is needed to bring whistleblowers forward); supra notes 79–91 (discussing risks faced by whistleblowers); infra notes 248–97 and accompanying text (proposing environmental statutory whistleblower programs).
\^247 See supra notes 169–179 and accompanying text (discussing whistleblower protection under current environmental law); infra notes 248–54 and accompanying text (arguing for whistleblower protection improvements).
\^248 YOUR RIGHTS AS A WHISTLEBLOWER, supra note 169.
framework before doing so. Furthermore, individual statutes have varying procedural hurdles that must be met for a successful claim.

A whistleblower program that is consolidated under the EPA could avoid the pitfalls of the current scheme by strengthening the language of a whistleblower provision, providing uniformity in enforcement, and extending to potential whistleblowers that are not employees. All claims could be submitted under one organization, which would then handle enforcement of the alleged violation and protect the whistleblower against any potential retaliation. Furthermore, a consolidated environmental whistleblower program could gain publicity through the payment of big awards, which in turn could make whistleblowers more aware that such incentives and protections are available. Implementing a new statutory provision could also allow for the construction of more meaningful whistleblower awards when retaliatory measures can be shown.

C. Models to Follow: The Dodd-Frank Whistleblower Programs

The alignment of government and whistleblower interests can provide significant advantages for the enforcement of environmental statutes, but it must be achieved through an effective mechanism. In light of the adoption of the SEC and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) whistleblower programs under the Dodd-Frank Act (the “Act”), it appears Congress has recognized and embraced the agency-wide program model to monitor financial malfeasance.
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Agency programs, such as those implemented by the Act, serve as an effective and useful alternative to successful litigation-based whistleblower statutes, such as the False Claims Act (FCA). Most environmental crimes, like most financial crimes, generally do not involve claims submitted to the government for payment, which precludes them from falling under the *qui tam* provisions of the FCA. Nevertheless, the government can, and has, pursued other avenues to provide the incentives needed for whistleblowers to spearhead enforcement actions, through agency-mandated programs. In all likelihood, the government’s willingness to create more whistleblower incentive programs has largely been spurred by the successful outcomes produced by the FCA *qui tam* provisions.

Before the Act’s programs, the prototype of the agency enforcement model was the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) whistleblower program. The program was the first federal agency effort to incentivize whistleblowers to come forward, and it incentivized such action with a set financial award for any financial recovery. As a result, both the government and the whistleblower had some incentive to pursue high quality claims and recover illegally held funds. The value of this information can be seen in Congress’ choice to strengthen the program so that the agency awards are now mandatory, not discretionary. Although the IRS program has been the archetype for agency whistleblower enforcement, it lacks some key features that make other whistleblower programs successful. Most notably, it fails to adequately protect
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whistleblower confidentiality and it does not have an expressly authorized whistleblower protection program.266

The Dodd-Frank programs however, improved upon the IRS whistleblower program.267 As an initial matter, the programs emulated the IRS program by providing the set, mandatory financial awards that whistleblowers can expect for providing specific, previously unknown information that leads to a successful case.268 The programs then went further by strengthening whistleblower protections by ensuring confidentiality and creating the possibility for greater financial awards in successful retaliation claims.269

Congress included whistleblower programs in the Act because it recognized the massive threat posed by financial crimes, and the valuable part that insiders could play in curbing it.270 The programs seek to address the problem, using a combination of financial incentives and well-structured protection and confidentiality programs.271 A similar approach in the environmental realm could be just as, if not more valuable to the public and the common good.272 For that reason, Congress should adopt an agency-wide whistleblower program under the EPA, similar to those adopted under the SEC and the CFTC in the Act.273

Set financial awards can bring those with direct knowledge of environmental violations to the forefront.274 Making such awards mandatory would
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incentivize these parties to come forward and encourage competent legal representation to engage these claimants. Furthermore, whistleblower protection under the umbrella of the EPA would ensure prospective whistleblowers know there is a single source for their protection that can instill uniform guidelines. An EPA program could also help ensure anonymity for whistleblowers and ensure greater financial rewards against retaliators than those provided by OSHA.

D. Perceived Challenges That Must Be Overcome

As with any major system overhaul, there are challenges that must be overcome in order to implement an EPA whistleblower program of this sort. There will be fears and concerns about an overload of low-quality or vindictive whistleblower complaints, an inability to adequately provide financial incentives or overcome agency capture, and of giving monies paid by violators to private parties, rather than using the funds to help the public. Nevertheless, most of these issues will not realistically materialize, and those that do can be overcome.

For example, although there may be an influx of whistleblower claims to begin with, the EPA and other enforcing agencies should be able to readily distinguish between those that are viable and those that are frivolous. Further, competent lawyers will likely only be willing to work with claimants they deem credible, which will serve as a signal to the agencies who will work
closely with these lawyers. Although there may be a risk that extra staff will have to be devoted to investigating these claims, those resources would still be expended in furtherance of alerting the EPA of potential risks that threaten the environment and further, may uncover truly dire situations.

Given the fact that many current environmental statutes provide such low rewards, or no rewards at all to whistleblowers, there may be a concern about the ability of the EPA to allocate funds to pay significant awards for successful claims. This can be rectified by paying into a fund—similar to those employed by the SEC and the CFTC—that can ensure successful payments to worthy whistleblowers. These funds can be bolstered by any recoveries from convicted environmental violators. Furthermore, many statutes that do not have whistleblower awards, such as the CWA, actually have extremely significant monetary sanctions that can amount to millions of dollars over the course of only a few days. For statutes such as these, a set percentage of the recovery would provide the funds needed to adequately reward whistleblowers.

Some may also argue that these statutes will be ineffective at overcoming the problem of agency capture because there is no private recourse for citizens beyond the administrative apparatus. Although these concerns are legitimate, there are reasons to believe that agency capture will not become a systemic issue. Even though whistleblowers may not have private judicial recourse, they can pressure and embarrass agencies through the media. Further, competent legal counsel will also likely advise their clients on how to press their cases with the agency.
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forcement apparatus is still better than the other option, which is to have the agencies act with nearly complete autonomy. 293 The same concern is applicable to the Dodd-Frank whistleblower programs, but the programs have still had success and been met with optimism. 294

Lastly, there will be some who argue that any recovery received from environmental polluters should be reserved strictly for government cleanup efforts and preventative activities. 295 The government, however, may never obtain these recoveries in the first place if not for the prospective whistleblowers. 296 Therefore, despite merit of any concerns about giving private parties a portion of the recovery, the fact remains that it is more important to get the recovery in the first place, and thus rewarding whistleblowers with a portion of recoveries is warranted and encourages future whistleblowers to come forward, which must ultimately be the primary goal. 297

CONCLUSION

The threats posed by climate change and environmental degradation are real and can only be overcome with high level cooperation amongst those governments, institutions, and individuals with the power to incite change. In this respect, the enforcement mechanism for environmental statutory laws must exhaust all possible options and resources to ensure that the rules and regulations to protect environmental standards are upheld. It is highly doubtful that this can be done relying solely on public resources. Instead, significant contributions from private parties—such as whistleblowers—are likely required to ensure the environmental legal system is working properly, and thus protecting human health and the environment.

Congress has recognized the important role that the private parties play in combating fraud and financial calamity in their capacity as whistleblowers, and thus it should recognize the need for a similar approach to combat threats to the environment. The successes of Congress’ efforts to implement whistleblower programs are readily apparent in the False Claims Act qui tam provisions and in the agency whistleblower programs, and thus programs such as those instituted by the Dodd-Frank Act should serve as a model for similar en-
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vironmental whistleblower programs. The success of these programs makes it reasonable to conclude that if Congress empowered the Environmental Protection Agency to implement a similar whistleblower program, it too would enjoy similar success, both in rewarding and protecting whistleblowers, and in protecting human health and the environment.